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This article is taken from the book Silverlight in Action, Revised Edition. The author discusses 
deploying a Silverlight application, which involves surfacing the .xap to the client via some URI 
and instantiating the Silverlight plug-in on the web page or within a hosting out-of-browser 
process. 
 
Silverlight applications consist of at least one or more compiled .NET dynamic-link libraries (DLLs) and a manifest 

file, all compressed into a file known as XAP (pronounced “zap”). This is all loaded into the plug-in at runtime and 

then executed at a specific entry point to start your application. 

The .xap file is the key deployment mechanism for all Silverlight managed code applications. When we talk 

about deploying a Silverlight application, we’re really talking about two things: 

 Surfacing the .xap to the client via some URI 

 Instantiating the Silverlight plug-in on the web page or within a hosting out-of-browser process 

That’s it. There’s no additional installation, no .msi to install, no registry entries, no elevation prompts (unless 

you request elevated rights). It’s all about getting content down to the end user and instantiated in the plug-in with 

as little friction as possible. 

The subtleties of how that process works are what I find particularly interesting. 

When I first learned ASP.NET—back when a 17-inch display would take up your whole desk, contain more glass 

than your car, and weigh about 200 lb—one of the things I was most curious about was the startup cycle and the 

order of events when a request was made. If you want to understand how to target a particular application 

platform, you really need to know how it’s going to run your application, when things get loaded, when they’re 

rendered, and how key decisions are made—the application startup process. 

Application startup process 
What happens when you enter a web page that contains a Silverlight application? The application startup process is 

shown in figure 1.  
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Figure 1 The Silverlight startup process. This flowchart describes the loading process from the load of the HTML page through to the 
execution of the events on the root visual of a Silverlight application. 

The flowchart includes the details for Silverlight 1 through 4 but doesn’t address dynamic languages. The “XAML or 

XAP” step is what makes the decision between the old Silverlight 1.0 model and the current Silverlight 2+ model. 

That decision is based on a combination of the source (a .xaml or .xap file) and the specified type property of the 

plug-in. 

The dotted line between the JavaScript and the managed code event handlers is there because, though you 

typically wouldn’t do it, you can have both JavaScript and managed handlers active for the load event of the 

application. The order in which they fire in relation to each other isn’t guaranteed. 

Some additional parts of the process aren’t displayed in figure 1 but are interesting nonetheless. For example, 

when the Silverlight plug-in determines it’ll have a managed code .xap file to work with, it loads the Silverlight 

.NET CLR (CoreCLR) into the memory space of the browser. 
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CoreCLR 

Silverlight 2+ uses a version of the Common Language Runtime (CLR) known as CoreCLR. This is a version of the 

.NET CLR that has been optimized for size and use for client-side rich Internet applications (RIAs). The CoreCLR 

shares code with the full .NET CLR for core bits such as the type system, the workstation-optimized garbage 

collector, and the just-in-time (JIT) compiler. These size optimizations and intelligent decisions on what is and 

isn’t necessary for a client-side RIA allow the Silverlight plug-in, including the CoreCLR, to come in at around 5 

MB total size. For more details on CoreCLR, see Andrew Pardoe’s CoreCLR MSDN article at 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/magazine/cc721609.aspx. 

Apparent in all this is that the most important artifact in the process is the Silverlight application itself: the .xap 

file. 

XAP 
A managed code Silverlight application is packaged into a .xap when built. A .xap is simply a ZIP file and may be 

inspected by renaming it to .zip and opening it with any zip-compatible archiver. The contents of a typical .xap file 

are shown in figure 2.  

 
Figure 2 Structure of a typical .xap file showing the types of files that are normally included 

This compressed file will always contain a manifest file named AppManifest.xaml. In addition, there will always 

be a .dll file that serves as the entry point into the Silverlight application. This application may require other 

Silverlight libraries, service connection information, or other types of content. 

Content items and additional libraries may be in the application .xap file or downloaded at runtime; either way, 

they represent the dependencies of the application. 

Because the .xap file is a ZIP-compatible compressed archive, you may alter its contents and rezip it after 

compilation. Reasons for doing this include updating the service references to move from (for example) a test 

environment to a production environment or altering other environment or customer-specific XML configuration 

files, branding assets, or other content. 

You can also slightly decrease a .xap file’s size by rezipping it with an efficient ZIP tool such as 7-Zip, at the 

expense of a slightly slower decompression and application startup time on older machines. This may be important 

in situations where bandwidth is at an extreme premium. 

The .xap contains a number of different files. One of which is the file that tells Silverlight what other files the 

.xap contains and where to find the application entry point—the application manifest file. 

The application manifest file 
The manifest file is responsible for describing the Silverlight application to the Silverlight runtime. This file is 

created at build time by Visual Studio and is typically not hand edited. 
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The Silverlight runtime reads the AppManifest.xaml file beginning with the rootmost element, Deployment. 

This element exposes two attributes that tell the Silverlight runtime how to start the Silverlight application, as 

shown here: 
<Deployment 
  xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/client/2007/deployment" 
  xmlns:x="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml" 
  EntryPointAssembly="MyApp" EntryPointType="MyApp.App" 
  RuntimeVersion="4.0.50401.0"> 
  <Deployment.Parts> 
    <AssemblyPart x:Name="MyApp" Source="MyApp.dll" /> 
  </Deployment.Parts> 
</Deployment> 

This example shows a basic manifest file, which uses the EntryPointAssembly and EntryPointType 
attributes to launch the Silverlight application. The first attribute, EntryPointAssembly, will always reference 

one of the AssemblyPart elements in the Deployment.Parts section. The second attribute, 

EntryPointType, explains which class should be used to start the Silverlight application. The third attribute, 

called RuntimeVersion, broadcasts the version of the Silverlight runtime that the Silverlight application was built 

with. 

NOTE  

AppManifest.xaml is generated during project compilation based on the settings found in the project’s property 

pages. If you change the name and/or namespace of the startup application class (App), then you must adjust 

the Startup object setting in the Silverlight property page. If you forget to make these changes, you’ll get a 

runtime error mentioning an invalid or missing Silverlight application. 

The Deployment section of the manifest contains two sections: 

 Deployment.Parts 

 Deployment.ExternalParts 

We’ll cover Deployment.ExternalParts when we discuss assembly caching because it’s only used in 

caching situations. Deployment.Parts is used regardless of the caching strategy used. 

Deployment.Parts 
The Deployment.Parts section includes a collection of AssemblyPart entries, each of which corresponds to a 

DLL in our application. In a complete application, at least one of the DLLs will be the entry point assembly. 

As we saw here, the application manifest contains a reference to the startup object type and assembly. The 

startup object is always the Silverlight application object. 

The Silverlight application object 
The entry point into the Silverlight application is the App object. This object is defined in the App.xaml and 

App.xaml.cs files and derives from the System.Windows.Application type. This type allows you to interact 

with the three events affecting the application’s lifecycle—the start of the application, the unhandled errors in the 

application, and the exit of the application. In addition to these events, you can also read the settings of the 

hosting plug-in. 

Managing the start of a Silverlight application 
Once the App object has been created, the Startup event fires. By default, this event loads the default XAML 

page into view. You can also use this event to perform any other type of application initialization task. For instance, 

you may want to use this event to set application-wide resources or properties. Or, you may want to use this event 

to load the initParams that were passed into the application. 

Either way, this type of task can be accomplished by using the Startup event:  
private void Application_Startup(object sender, StartupEventArgs e) 
{ 
  foreach (string key in e.InitParams.Keys) 
  { 
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    // Process the initParam from the createObjectEx function 
  } 
 
  this.RootVisual = new MainPage(); 
} 

This particular event handler shows how to parse the initParams that may have been passed into the 

application. The Startup event creates a StartupEventArgs variable that assists in the initialization tasks. 

The first iterates through the initialization parameters. 

You could access the individual dictionary entries by a string key. The second task in this listing displays the 

first page of the application. Both of these tasks introduce important facts about the Silverlight application lifecycle. 

The first important fact is that the StartupEventArgs type is created only by the Startup event. No other 

event in Silverlight will create a StartupEventArgs object. 

Because of this, it’s logical to deduce that the InitParams used in the preceding code are only available 

during application startup. If you’re going to use initialization parameters, the Startup event is your only chance 

to use them. If you need to access them throughout the application, you’ll want to store them in the singleton 

application settings or the data class of your own creation. In addition to the initialization parameters, you should 

consider the RootVisual. 

The RootVisual is the content that Silverlight will load into the root of the object tree. Typically, this is a 

master-page style application page. In the default Silverlight templates, it’s MainPage. 

Once set, the RootVisual of the application can’t be changed for the lifetime of the application. This may 

cause confusion because you may wonder how to switch pages in a Silverlight application. Think of the root visual 

in a complex multipage application more as a container for other content pages. When the Startup event has 

completed, the RootVisual will be loaded and rendered. At this point, a Silverlight application will be visible to 

your users, so let’s begin discussing how to guard against unforeseen errors. 

Handling unforeseen errors 
The Application.UnhandledException event enables you to handle uncaught exceptions. Any Exception 
that hasn’t been caught by a try-catch block in the application will be sent here. This is the last chance to 

gracefully deal with an unknown problem by displaying a message or perhaps logging to a service or isolated 

storage: 
private void Application_UnhandledException(object sender, 
  ApplicationUnhandledExceptionEventArgs e) 
{ 
  LogError(e.ExceptionObject); 
  e.Handled = true; 
} 

This shows a basic UnhandledException event handler. The event handler uses an argument to assist in 

properly handling an unhandled exception. This argument is of the 

ApplicationUnhandledExceptionEventArgs type, which gives you access to the Exception that caused 

the event through the ExceptionObject property. Once this Exception has been dealt with, you need to 

signal that you’ve found an acceptable solution. You can accomplish this by setting the 

ApplicationUnhandledException-EventArgs object’s Handled property. 

The Handled property is a bool value that signals whether an exception has been addressed. By default, this 

property value is set to false but you have the opportunity to set it to true within your code. By setting this 

property to true, you signal that your Silverlight application should continue to run. If this property remains 

false, the Silverlight plug-in will unload the application, causing the plug-in’s onError event to be fired. Note 

that this unnatural way of ending an application won’t trigger the Application.Exit event. 

Exiting the Silverlight application 
The Application.Exit event is the last thing that occurs before an application is shut down and provides one 

last opportunity to wrap things up. This event can be useful for logging information or performing last-minute 

saves. The Application.Exit event is fired when one of the following happens: 

 The user closes the browser window. 

 The user closes the browser tab that the Silverlight application is running in. 
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 The user navigates away from the Silverlight application (such as going from 
www.mySilverlightApplication.com to www.silverlightinaction.com). 

 The HTML element associated with the Silverlight plug-in is removed from the HTML Document Object Model 
(DOM). 

This event doesn’t have any special event handling parameters like the Startup and UnhandledException 
events, but it can still read settings associated with the plug-in, if needed. Note that, when this event is fired, the 

browser has already been closed (if closing was the cause) and the Silverlight application has already disappeared. 

Therefore, displaying XAML UI or attempting to prevent the browser page from closing isn’t supported. You may 

display an HTML message box if you absolutely must get some UI in front of the user: 
private void Application_Exit(object sender, EventArgs e) 
{ 
    MessageBox.Show("Daisy, daisy..."); 
} 

But you can still obtain information about the HTML page that’s hosting the application. For example, this 

displays a message box containing the URL of the page hosting the Silverlight application, even though that page is 

no longer visible: 
private void Application_Exit(object sender, EventArgs e) 
{ 
    HtmlDocument doc = System.Windows.Browser.HtmlPage.Document; 
    MessageBox.Show(doc.DocumentUri.ToString()); 
} 

Keep in mind that other dynamic elements on the HTML page may have their own shutdown handling, so be 

careful of how much you access from this event. A best practice is to do as little as possible in this event, keeping 

in mind that you no longer have the Silverlight UI displayed to the user. 

One thing you can do in this event (and the others) is read plug-in settings. 

Reading plug-in settings 
Once the Silverlight application has been loaded, you can retrieve information about the hosting plug-in. This plug-

in exposes information set during the creation of the plug-in (createObjectEx). This information is useful 

throughout the entire life of the application and can be accessed through the Host property of the Application: 
Application.Current.Host; 

The Host property on the Application object is a SilverlightHost, which gives you access to information 

about the plug-in. The information is listed and described in table 1. 

Table 1 The properties of the SilverlightHost object 

 

This table shows the properties available through the SilverlightHost object. 

These properties give enable you to dynamically create a truly integrated experience. This experience will have 

a beginning, which can be managed through the Startup event. In addition, this experience will have an ending, 

which can be handled through the Exit event. These are the main events affecting the life of an Application. 

In addition, this Application may have other types of content that it depends upon. This content makes up 

what are known as the application dependencies. 
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Application dependencies 
Application dependencies are items that your application needs to run correctly. These items include assemblies, 

images, audio or video files, fonts, XAML files, configuration files, or any other type of file. Each file that’ll be used 

by the Silverlight application can be included in the .xap file. This approach can ensure a faster access time, but it 

can also cause a slower initial download of your application. 

To help you overcome long load times, Silverlight allows you to divide your application into smaller chunks that 

can be downloaded as they’re needed. This approach can ensure a faster initial application download, but it doesn’t 

happen automatically. Instead, you must rely on a class called WebClient or use the built-in partitioning 

functionality from the Managed Extensibility Framework (MEF). For now, just know that you have a way of 

including application dependencies. 

Application dependencies belong to just one set of the items you may find in a .xap file. This file also includes a 

DLL, which contains an Application. This Application is described by the AppManifest.xaml file, which is 

used by the Silverlight runtime to start the application. 

Other DLLs required on initial load of the application must either be included in the .xap file or found through 

the assembly cache. 

Assembly caching 
Assembly caching was introduced with Silverlight 3 to provide a way to avoid packaging common DLLs into every 

application .xap. Since the DLLs are usually hosted on your own server, you may include both thirdparty DLLs as 

well as DLLs common across your own applications. This can reduce initial application load time and make 

subsequent upgrades to your application easy to deploy and superfast to download. 

To use assembly caching, select the Reduce XAP Size by Using Application Library Caching option on the project 

Silverlight property page, as shown in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3.3 Setting the assembly caching option via the project property pages for the Silverlight project 

Note that assembly caching is available only for browser-hosted applications—it doesn’t currently work for out-

of-browser applications. 

How it works 
Here’s the Deployment.Parts section of the application manifest for a simple application that uses one Microsoft 

assembly not included in the core runtime: 
<Deployment.Parts> 
  <AssemblyPart x:Name="AssemblyCaching" 
                Source="AssemblyCaching.dll" /> 
  <AssemblyPart x:Name="System.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations" 
                Source="System.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations.dll" /> 
</Deployment.Parts> 

Note that we have our application assembly AssemblyCaching.dll and the Microsoft assembly all packaged in the 

same .xap file. The resulting file size is 29 KB. Hardly large by web standards, but we know it could be even 

smaller. 

Once we select the option to use cached framework extension assemblies, the manifest changes to include a 

new section named Deployment.ExternalParts: 
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<Deployment.Parts> 
  <AssemblyPart x:Name="AssemblyCaching" Source="AssemblyCaching.dll" /> 
</Deployment.Parts> 
<Deployment.ExternalParts> 
  <ExtensionPart Source="System.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations.zip" /> 
</Deployment.ExternalParts> 

The ExtensionPart entries in the Deployment.ExternalParts section correspond to the Microsoft DLL 

that was originally packaged in our application. Now, instead of including them in the application package, they’ll 

be downloaded from your server on first access and then cached locally for future use. Upon compiling your 

application, you’ll see that the ClientBin folder on the website will have one ZIP file added for each 

ExtensionPart included in the manifest. Each ZIP file contains just the compressed DLL—no additional baggage. 

TIP If you want to reduce per-application load time on a site that uses Silverlight on various pages, you could 

preload the cache by creating a small headless Silverlight application on a landing page and ensuring that it 

references all of the required assemblies and has assembly caching turned on. 

Your decision depends on the nature of the site and the landing page and whether you consider it okay to 

download several KB of binaries that may not be used. 

Assembly caching is available for any assembly you use. The core Microsoft DLLs have a built-in support 

because they include <dllname>.extmap.xml files for each DLL in the software development kit (SDK). If you want 

to add support for your own (or a third party) DLLs, you’ll need to create an .extmap.xml file for each DLL. The 

.extmap.xml file looks like this: 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<manifest xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
          xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
  <assembly> 
   <name>System.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations</name> 
   <version>2.0.5.0</version> 
   <publickeytoken>31bf3856ad364e35</publickeytoken> 
   <relpath>System.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations.dll</relpath> 
   <extension downloadUri="System.ComponentModel.DataAnnotations.zip" /> 
   </assembly> 
</manifest> 

If you provide an absolute URI, the assembly will be served up by that URI. This is useful for third parties or 

independent software vendors (ISVs) who may want to offer hosting of their DLLs or for organizations that want to 

have a centralized location for common application DLLs. Note that the server hosting the DLL will need to adhere 

to cross-domain restrictions by providing a ClientAccessPolicy.xml file to support clients calling it from other 

servers. 

The files are cached in the default browser cache for the current browser so they can be used by any other 

Silverlight application that has enabled assembly caching. If you use multiple browsers, you’ll need to download 

and cache for each browser just like any other web content. Similarly, the content can be cleared from the cache 

like any other browser content. 

The end result is a .xap that weighs in at all of 4 KB, much smaller than most onpage icons and an almost 

instantaneous download for your users. Assembly caching can really make a difference in the load time of your 

applications. 

Summary 
We’ve covered all the core bits of a Silverlight application, including the startup process, key events, packaging 

applications, and sharing assemblies between applications.  


